Main Screen

(1) K: All tests for Hiragana and Katakana characters (or Kana, for short) are found here.
(2) N5-N1: If JLPT (Japanese-Language Proficiency Test) was selected in the settings, the Kanjis are
grouped here in this way. N5 is the easiest level and N1 the most difficult.
1-6, JH: If learning according to school year was selected in the settings, the Kanjis are grouped here
in this way. The numbers 1 to 6 stand for the year at elementary school, while JH stands for junior
high school.
(3) Learning List: All Kanas and Kanjis marked with a star are found here.
(4) RL (Recommended Learning): This tab always shows the 20 Kanas and Kanjis (number can be
changed) that are to be learned next. As soon as all the tests of a Kanji are green (i.e. they have
been answered correctly twice in a row), the character and all related tests disappear from this view
and make way for a new character that has not yet been learned. Even though the tests disappear
from the RL view, they of course remain visible in the other tabs.
(5) This switch is found only in the “Learning List” and “Recommended Learning” tabs. It is used to
select whether Kanas or Kanjis and their tests should be displayed. This is necessary as different test
categories are available in each case.
(6) Progress: Each test follows a progress level. The goal of Kanji Teacher is simple – to get all 30,848
tests to the green level!
− NEW: All tests are gray at first
− FAIL: If a test is answered incorrectly, it turns red
− OK: If a test is answered correctly and was previously red or gray, it turns blue
− GOOD: If a test is answered correctly twice in a row (i.e. was previously blue), it turns green
− REVIEW (only visible if Reviews are switched on in Settings): 1, 2 or 4 months after all tests of
a kanji became green, they all turn brown. If a brown test is answered correctly it turns
green, if answered incorrectly it turns red.
(7) The tests are grouped by category, with Kanas and Kanjis having different tests. If a button is
pressed, all tests in this category and with this color are displayed for examination. The category

itself can also be clicked (i.e. the word on the left). In this case, all tests in this category are
displayed for examination, regardless of their color.
(8) The total of all tests is listed here. These buttons and the title can also be clicked on. All tests or all
tests with this color are then displayed for examination.
(9) Kanji Teacher also has other functions in addition to the test itself:
− Search: All Kanas and Kanjis in Kanji Teacher can be viewed and searched here.
− Game: A small game. The questions here have no influence on the tests and their progress.
− Paper: Used for practicing how to write characters.
− Chart: Shows the progress as a chart.
− Settings: Kanji Teacher can be extensively customized according to your requirements.

Test Screen

(1) The number of tests in this run that are still to be tested (gray), were answered incorrectly (red) or
were answered correctly (green).
(2) The question in this test. Moreover, additional information such as the meaning or pronunciation is
displayed. Depending on the settings and test category, this is displayed from the beginning or after
the question is answered.
(3) In certain tests, the character or word can be read aloud using this button.If the sound of your
devices is turned on, this will be done automatically.
(4) Kanas or Kanjis can be marked with the star. These are then displayed in the “Learning List” tab.
(5) The answer can be selected here. In addition to the correct answer, other answers – from the same
learning set when possible – are displayed. The buttons here have a very special function and have
been designed in order to facilitate faster learning: If the button is pressed, it is immediately shown
whether the answer is correct or incorrect and the button turns red or green. The button can be
kept pressed for as long as the user needs in order for them to familiarize themselves with the
correct answer, for example. Once the button is released, the next test is accessed automatically. In
the settings, the user can specify whether this takes place immediately or following a short delay. I
case of a wrong answer the delay is longer.
(6) Writing pane: The character can be written here. In the settings, the user can specify whether a help
pattern is shown (either from the beginning or after an error is made).
(7) Delete: The written strokes are deleted. If a test has already been classified as correct or incorrect,
then this remains in place: The user can practice as many times as they want by deleting and writing
the character again, but the test progress remains fixed.
(8) Next: If the user is unfamiliar with the character, this button can be used to display one stroke after
the other. Once the character is complete, the next test is then accessed. The button has the same
function as pressing anywhere on the writing pane briefly without drawing a line.
(9) Kanji Teacher examines each individual stroke and how well the character is written as a whole. Both
of these factors together determine whether the test is correct.
− The examination of the individual strokes is made immediately after writing. If one of the
strokes is not good enough, it is marked red and the whole test is failed.

− The whole character is checked constantly and the bar (9) indicates how well the character
has been written up to now as a whole. If the last stroke is written and the bar is past the
marking, the test is failed. If it remains below the marking, the test is passed.
The tolerance of both tests can be adjusted. The examination of the whole character can also be
completely deactivated.
(10)A code here indicates how well an individual stroke has been written or which errors have been
detected. If the codes are green then everything is OK – the deviation is within the set tolerance.
ord

The order of the written stroke appears incorrect, another stroke has to come first.

dir

The direction in which the stroke has been written appears incorrect.

a:## The angle in which the stroke has been written appears incorrect. The number indicates
the extent of the error (0-99).
h:## w:##
The height or width of the stroke appears incorrect. The number indicates the extent of
the deviation (0-99).
p:## l:##
The position or length of the stroke appears incorrect. The number indicates the extent of
the deviation (0-99).
The error codes will be more visually appealing in the next release of Kanji Teacher. Until then, they
can also be hidden (see Settings).
(11)Home: Returns the user to the main screen. All tests that have not yet been examined remain
unchanged.
(12)Analyze: The Kanji or word from the test that has just been examined is displayed here. Clicking
here opens the Analyze screen.
(13)Skip: This button is used to skip a test. The progress (color) remains unchanged. In written tests, the
color of this button changes as soon as a test is marked as passed or failed. The button also accesses
the next test in this case.

Analyze Kanji

(1) The Kanji or word selected for analysis. If a word is selected, the pronunciation and meaning are
also displayed. In this case, each Kanji of the word can be selected individually.
(2) The Kanji and its meaning. If the meaning is green, an own translation is available for this Kanji (see
8).
(3) The readings – in Katakana the On-reading, in Hiragana the Kun-reading with its suffixes (Okurigana)
in red.
(4) The group (JLPT or school year, depending on setting) to which the Kanji belongs.
(5) The Kanji components, i.e. the component parts that come together to form the character. Trivial
components such as single strokes are not displayed.
(6) Other Kanjis with similar pronunciation (On or Kun) that belong to the same group (JLPT or school
year).
(7) Words that are used for tests of the selected Kanji, plus those that are used during tests of other
Kanjis and contain the selected Kanji.
(8) An own translation – for example, in the native language of the user – can be added to the English
meaning saved in Kanji Teacher. This translation is used in all tests and in the search function. When
entering an own translation, Kanji Teacher checks whether this is unique or whether it has already
been used for another Kanji. The English meaning is not lost and can be restored at any time, either
by pressing “Reset” or deleting the own translation.
(9) The selected Kanji is marked or the existing marking is removed.
(10)Both the meaning in English and Kanji in Japanese can be looked up in a dictionary.
(11)Goes back to the test or view where the Analyze screen was opened from.

Search

(1) A search can be made in this field. Possible search terms are:
− Kanji, Katakana or Hiragana
− Meaning
− On- or Kun-reading
− Level: N1 to N5 or E1, E2, up to E6 and JH. Single figures are also possible, these are
interpreted as JLPT level or school year depending on the settings.
− A search term made up of two parts: Operator and Property, separated by a period. The
Operator (with, without, has, all, only, no, not) comes before the period, and the Property
(gray, new, red, fail, blue, ok, green, good, brown, review, own, mark, rl, recommended,
translation,) after the period. If no Operator is entered, the default is “has”. If the Property
is not written out in full, the most probable option is adopted. For example, “has.red”,
“.red” or “.r” each find all characters that have red tests. All search terms can be displayed
by pressing help. The “translation” property stands for all Kanjis that have their own
translation.
(2) The found characters with meaning, pronunciation and colored points (these symbolize the tests for
the character and the progress made).
(3) Clicking on a Kanji or Kana takes the user to the Analyze screen.
(4) Clicking on the star marks the character or removes an existing marking.
(5) All found characters can be practiced in Paper Mode via PRACTICE: they are shown one after the
other here and can be practiced. These exercises have no influence on the test progress.
(6) REDUCE can be used to reset tests in order to repeat them. All associated tests are set one level
back for all found characters: tests in green are set to blue and tests in blue to red. Tests in red and
gray remain unchanged. In release 9.2 this feature has been remove and replaced by Reviews.
(7) MARK and UNMARK set or remove the star on all found characters. This function is used for all
characters simultaneously – each character can also be clicked on individually to do this.
(8) Back to main screen.

Game

(1) Number of lives: The player loses a life with each incorrect answer. The game is over when the
player has no lives left.
(2) Level: Each game starts with the Kana level, followed by the JLPT levels or school years. The LEVEL
UP button (see 9) can be used by the player to access the next level.
(3) Score: The higher the level, the more points are awarded for a correct answer.
(4) Highscore: The highest score reached to date.
(5) Coins: A coin plus the current bonus is awarded for each correct answer.
(6) Bonus: The bonus increases by 1 with each correct answer, in the event of an incorrect answer it
goes back to 0. The maximum bonus is 10.
(7) The question to be answered.
(8) The possible answers.
(9) LEVEL UP: Accesses the next level.
(10)LIFE +: Buys an extra life for 24 coins.
(11)SPLIT: Halves the possible answers until only the correct answer is left. Costs 8 coins per split.
(12)HINT: Gives a hint on the correct answer. For example, shows words in which the Kanji character is
found. Not yet available on the Kana level.
(13)Back to main screen.

Paper

(1) The number of characters that were written incorrectly (red), not recognized (blue) or recognized
and written correctly (green).
(2) A list of all characters written to date. Recognized Kanjis can be clicked on to open the Analyze
screen.
(3) Writing pane. If the Paper screen was started using the PRACTICE function, the help pattern is shown
for the character to be practiced.
(4) Deletes all previously written strokes.
(5) Transfers the written character to the upper screen area (2) and deletes the contents of the writing
pane. This action can also be carried out by clicking on the character marked with NEXT.
(6) Kanji Teacher shows the possible candidates here:
− The written character is shown in blue.
− Characters that have been correctly recognized and written are shown in green.
− Red characters are recognized as possible characters, but have probably not been written
correctly (for example, strokes made in the wrong order).
If a character is clicked once, it is shown on the writing pane with the errors marked, when
applicable. If the character (which now has the NEXT command) is clicked on for a second time, the
character is transferred to the upper screen area (2) and the contents of the writing pane are
deleted.
(7) Back to main screen.

Chart

(1) This can be used to select which data should be displayed as a chart.
− TESTS: All tests made as of the selected time.
− PROGRESS: Shows all tests with the progress made as of the selected time.
− KANJIS: Shows all characters with the progress made as of the selected time. The progress of
a character is defined according to the “lowest” color of the associated tests. In other words,
if a character still has gray tests, the whole character is gray. If a character has red tests, it
is red, and so on. If all tests are green, the character is also green.
(2) This can be used to select which characters are considered for the display.
− The level (KANA, JLPT, SCHOOL YEAR, LEARNING LIST, RL) that was also selected in the main
screen. Please note: The charts for the RL level are not especially meaningful as the
characters in this group change and the chronology is thus incorrect.
− ALL: All characters, regardless of which level they belong to.
(3) Time Scale: DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR.
(4) Back to main screen.

Settings

(1) The settings are grouped into three tabs: Test, Writing, RL.
− Group Tests by: JLPT LEVEL (N5 to N1) or SCHOOL YEAR (1 to 6 and JH)
− Size of Answer Grid: Number of answer tiles during tests and in the game.
− Show Meaning in Tests: Specifies whether the translation (and sometimes the reading) of a
Kanji should also be shown with the question. CLASSIC means that this additional information
is shown on the tests "Kanji <-> Meaning", “Kanji -> On/Kun” and “Writing”.
− Tests used in Game: Specifies which tests are used in the game. READING means all tests that
query the On-reading or Kun-reading.
− Waiting Time after releasing Button: When answering a question during a test, Kanji Teacher
automatically goes to the next question as soon as the button is released. With this option, a
short delay can be set.
− Show Pattern at Beginning: Specifies whether the correct Kanji strokes should be shown as a
help pattern. The FIRST TESTS option means they are displayed when the test is gray or red
and are hidden when the test is blue or green.
− Show Pattern after Error: Specifies whether the help pattern is displayed after a test has
been marked as incorrect.
− Show Error Meter and Reasons: Shows or hides the error meter underneath the writing pane.
METER is the bar and REASONS the text containing the error reasons.
− Tolerance for Single Stroke: Specifies how precisely an individual stroke must be written in
order for it to be identified as correct.
− Tolerance for whole Kanji: Specifies how precisely the whole character must be written in
order for it to be identified as correct. This function can also be completely deactivated with
OFF.
− Review green Tests: OFF disables reviews completely. ON changes the level of a green Test
automatically to brown after 15, 60 or 240 days, depending how often the review was
successful in succession. If this feature is enabled, the main screen will be extended by a
column REVIEW. AUTO only shows this column if reviews exists.

− Considered Groups by Recommended Learning: Only the selected groups are considered.
− Number of new Kanjis in RL: Number of new Kanjis (at least one test is gray) that are
assigned automatically for Recommended Learning.
− Number of Kanjis to Review in RL: Number of Kanjis to review (at least one test is brown)
that are assigned automatically for Recommended Learning.
(2) Please rate Kanji Teacher in the App Store.
(3) I would be delighted to receive your feedback and suggestions for other features in Kanji Teacher. If
you encounter any errors, I would also greatly appreciate it if you let me know. I usually program
two releases per year: one in spring and one in fall.
(4) This manual.
(5) Used for exporting all data. You can specify which data is exported:
− Settings (including high score).
− Test Progress: Your progress, i.e. the color of all tests.
− Statistics: The data used for the charts and reviews. This data is linked to the Test Progress
and can only be exported together with it.
− Learning Lists: The own learning list, i.e. the Kanas and Kanjis marked with a star.
− Own Translation: The own translation made.
The export can be written to any location in the iOS file system and also to the iCloud Drive. From
here, the file can then also be copied or moved.
Kanji Teacher uses the same file format for automatic storage and the export. The saved files are
written to the “save-files” folder. Please do not delete these folders and the file within, otherwise
your progress will be lost – at least in Kanji Teacher. The saved files can be copied in order to make a
backup.
(6) Data can be imported. First select the file. You can then specify which data from this file should be
imported (see 5). As they are fundamentally the same as file exports, saved files can also be
imported with this function in order to use Kanji Teacher on a different device, for example.
(7) Resets the data. Which data is affected can be specified beforehand.
Please note: RESET and IMPORT cannot be reversed. If the function has been carried out
accidentally, please import the last saved data (save-files/save-kt). This must be carried out before
the app is closed or set to run in the background as the saved data is then overwritten.
(8) Back to main screen.

Translations in different Languages
I would be delighted to offer export files containing translations in different languages on this website. In
this way, everyone can learn the Kanjis in their native language. If you have such a file, please send it to
me!
A template can be found here to simplify the own translation process. Using a standard text editor, you can
add your translation into the empty quotation marks ("") and then import it in Kanji Teacher.
Please note:
-

The English text in this file is only intended to support you and can remain so.

-

Each translation must be unique (i.e. each word may only come up once) as the tests otherwise do
not work correctly.

-

Some editors replace the normal quotation marks with other characters, this will lead to an error
during the import. You can use this page to check whether the format is correct: http://
jsonviewer.stack.hu

You can also translate directly in Kanji Teacher – both methods have the same results. The English
translations are also coded directly in the program and can thus be restored easily.

Release Notes
Kanji Teacher 9.2
−

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

New feature „Review“, helps to remember already learned Kanjis:
o Automatically changes the level of green tests to brown after 15, 60 or 240 days - depending
on how often the review was successful in succession.
o Reviews can can be switched ON and OFF in Settings. If this feature is enabled, the main
screen will be extended by a column REVIEW. Use AUTO to only show this column if reviews
exists.
o If a test in review is answered correctly it turns green, if answered incorrectly it turns red.
o Kanjis for review (with on or more tests in review) can be displayed automatically in the RL
list. The number can be set in Settings.
o The button REDUCE on the Search screen has been remove and replaced by the feature
Review. If you miss it: please send me an e-mail.
In Settings it is now possible to define which groups (JLPT or school year) are to be considered when
selecting the Kanjis of the RL list.
Test levels has been renamed to NEW, FAIL, OK, GOOD and REVIEW. These terms can also be searched
for.
"Show Meaning in Tests: NEVER" now also hides the addition information on the tests "Kanji <->
Meaning“.
Test screen: in case of an incorrect answer, the solution will be displayed longer, regardless of the
setting „Waiting Time after releasing Button“.
The Recommended Learning (RL) list will be resized if its settings have been changed.
Removed unnecessary file kanjivg.xml from app.
Analyze Screen shows the progress of learning: the level of all tests, the overall level of the Kanji
and as timeline.
Kanas now have an Analyze Screen.
Export and save file format has been optimized.

Kanji Teacher 9.1
−
−
−
−
−

If possible, the character or word of a test will be read aloud automatically.
Writing recognition adjusted: length of stroke is now taken into account.
Tolerances for single stroke and whole Kanji slightly adjusted.
Very similar strokes are not longer taken into account when assessing the stroke order.
Bug fix: Analyze screen now also shows Kanjis with similar Kun-reading.

Kanji Teacher 9.0
Import, export and reset functions
− All data or parts thereof can now be exported and imported
− Kanji Teacher now saves the progress in the folder “documents/save-files”
− As Save and Import/Export use the same format, a backup can be made and restored quickly
− Resetting all data or parts thereof is now found in the Settings screen
Own translations
− Each Kanji can now be translated by the user themselves in their own native language, for example.
This translation is then used by Kanji Teacher in the tests.
− A search can be made for own translations and Kanjis that have not yet been translated
− Translations can be exported and imported
Markings
− Hiragana and Katakana can now be marked with a star
− To display the Kanas and their tests, there is now a button in the star tab for switching between
Kana and Kanjis
− Kanjis can now also be marked in the Analyze screen
Recommended Learning
− The 20 Kanas and Kanjis (can be changed with the switch at the top left) that are to be learned next
are always shown in a new tab in the main screen

−

A Kanji or Kana in Recommended Learning is deleted and replaced with a new one when all
associated tests are green

Writing restructured
− Strokes can be deleted in order to rewrite a character for a second time
− The accuracy of the whole Kanji is displayed – and also evaluated, depending on the settings
− New logic for detecting incorrect order and direction
− Reason for the error is shown as code, when required
New settings
− How long is the answer shown after releasing the button?
− Should the Kanji pattern be shown following an error?
− How many Kanas and Kanjis are in the Recommended Learning list?
− What is the tolerance for correct writing of each stroke and for the whole Kanji?
Adjustment made to iPhone X screen
Now with manual: Can be called up under Settings -> Info -> Manual
Bug fixes
− “Similar Pronunciation” was not shown in the Analyze screen for marked Kanji.
− The Kanjis for “village” and “town” were mixed up, and improvements were made to the meaning of
the characters “stream”, “river” and “school”. Please note: associated tests will not be loaded
correctly on the first attempt.
− Analyze screen: Fast clicking of the dictionary and home button may have caused an error.
− “Show Meaning in Test: Never” now only shows the meaning in an emergency, i.e. if the question and
answer would otherwise not be unique.

